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Abstract

Corpus studies of recurrent word sequences, also known as lexical bundles, have outlined new directions in ELT/EFL research. The fact that naturally produced English consists of prefabricated multi-word units gave rise to the question of chunkiness in learner language. This study was thus designed to compare and contrast language produced by learners of three different levels of proficiency in terms of the use of lexical bundles. The analysis of lexical bundles retrieved from three corpora of written learner English showed that many more different bundles were established in the corpora representing less proficient learners which is interpreted as an indication of a more limited lexical repertoire which leads to more repetition. Furthermore, structural and functional analysis of lexical bundles showed that the language of non-native learners bears more resemblance to spoken English than the language of native speakers. These findings may be particularly useful to EFL practitioners as they seem to give new insights into the development of learner language.
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1 Research question

The study reported in this article was designed to establish prevailing structural and functional types of four-word lexical bundles in three corpora of English representing written language of learners at different levels of achievement. Previous corpus studies of lexical bundles, which are defined here as continuous recurrent sequences of four
words, have shown that different discourse types are characterised by different types of lexical bundles. It is thus possible to hypothesize that lexical bundles retrieved from learner language will provide evidence to the claim that development of written language skills progresses from spoken to written language. Furthermore, lexical bundles may also be seen as text building blocks which are processed and produced as solid lexical units. Therefore a contrastive analysis of lexical bundles in written language produced by native speakers (NS) and non-native speakers (NNS) of English may point out certain factors which determine different quality of their written language. Owing to different reasons, the study of English produced by Lithuanian learners has been unduly neglected, so this study is expected to fill the gap by applying a modern corpus linguistics approach to the analysis of interlanguage of Lithuanian learners.

2 Review of previous research

Research of automatically retrieved recurrent lexical sequences, also known as lexical bundles (Biber et al. 1999, Hyland 2008), clusters (Scott 1999), recurrent sequences (De Cock 2004), or chunks (O’Keeffe et al. 2007) should be distinguished from the analysis of other multi-word units which perform a definite discourse function in the text. While the former are identified in a corpus on the basis of statistical recurrence, the latter, also referred to as lexical phrases (Nattinger & DeCarrico 1992) and formulaic sequences (Wray 2002), are selected intuitively as phrases serving a specific function, e.g. exemplification ‘for example’, discourse markers ‘I think’ etc. The present study deals with automatically retrieved lexical bundles identified on the basis of frequency regardless of their structural or semantic wholeness.

One of the earliest studies of lexical bundles was reported by Altenberg (1998) who analysed “recurrent word-combinations” in spoken English. His research showed that such combinations are “evident at all levels of linguistic organization” (Altenberg 1998, 120) while the fact that they do recur as lexical units even though their grammatical structure is often incomplete obscures the distinction between lexicon and grammar. Differences in the use of lexical bundles across the four major registers of language, namely, conversation, fiction writing, news reporting and academic prose, were first described in Biber et al. (1999). This study set a standard for many subsequent analyses of lexical bundles, of which only the most relevant to our study will be mentioned here. While Biber et al. (1999) identified the prevailing structural types of lexical bundles, Biber et al. (2004) and Biber (2006) proposed more elaborate taxonomies of lexical bundles in terms of structure and function. These studies clearly showed that structural types of lexical bundles have their functional correlates, which once again confirmed a
close link rather than division between structure and meaning. The use of lexical bundles in articles written in different research fields was investigated by Cortes (2004) and Hyland (2008), while Cortes (2008) presented her findings from a contrastive analysis of lexical bundles in Spanish and English history writing. These studies provided evidence to the claim that different academic disciplines make use of area-specific lexical bundles which, consequently, should encourage further research in this direction and perhaps give new stimuli to ESP courses.

As regards learner language, one of the most extensive analyses of recurrent lexical bundles was carried out by De Cock. Her study showed that “advanced learners’ use of frequently recurring sequences of words displays a complex picture of overuse, underuse, misuse of target language NS sequences” (De Cock 2004, 243). Among many different reasons behind it, as shown by Koprowski (2005), inadequacy of English coursebooks might be mentioned. Koprowski argues that even recent publications often fail to include the most typical multi-word items and instead present less frequent expressions. Furthermore, Cortes (2004) argues that teaching of English at tertiary level calls for field-specific vocabulary which, in its turn, should be derived from the analysis of student writing within different disciplines. The study reported here might thus be seen as an attempt to analyse the language of Lithuanian learners of English majoring in language studies and to describe changes in the development of their lexical competence as reflected by the use of lexical bundles.

3 Data and methods

Data for this study was retrieved from three corpora of learner English. Two of them represent the language of NNS learners of English of the first year of study and the third-fourth year of study, namely, the AFK1 corpus and the LICLE corpus. The AFK1 corpus (92 050 words) consists of student essays collected in 2006-2008 as part of my ongoing PhD research. The LICLE corpus (137 004 words) was compiled as a component of the ICLE learner corpora (Grigaliūnienė et al. 2008). All the students, whose essays were included in the two corpora, are native speakers of Lithuanian majoring in the English Philology BA programme in Vilnius University. The corpora contain examination essays on a variety of topics related to their study programme and its syllabus. Hence some topics deal with the study of language and linguistics, while others are written on more general issues, e.g. capital punishment, euthanasia, sex education in schools etc. A part of the essays (ca. one fifth of the LICLE corpus) are literary analyses of works of fiction. The third corpus, representing NS learners, is the LOCNESS corpus compiled by S. Granger at the University of Louvain-la-Neuve and usually used as a reference corpus in contrastive studies of learner language. For the purpose of this analysis, only part of
LOCNESS corpus (164,684 words) was used so that its size and essay topics would better match the composition of the two NNS corpora.

Lexical bundles were retrieved from the corpora using the Wordsmith Tool software (v. 5) which produces frequency lists of lexical bundles of delimited frequency and distribution. Then the structural and functional analysis of the bundles was carried out following taxonomies proposed by Biber et al. (2004) and Biber (2006). While structural types of lexical bundles were established on the basis of constituent parts-of-speech, functional types were determined through the analysis of broader contexts of the bundles which were retrieved using the concordancing tool of the WordSmith Tools program.

This analysis deals with four-word lexical sequences as they have been found to possess fuller structure and content. The minimum frequency is four times per 100,000 words (or 40 per one million words) in four different texts. To compare, Biber et al. (2004) analysed only those four-word lexical bundles which recur at least 10 times per million words in five different texts (2004, 992). A more conservative approach was adopted in Biber (2006, 134) with the frequency cut-off point at 40 times per million words. In her analysis, De Cock (2004, 228), who analysed 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-word sequences, applied the threshold of approximately 10-12% of the total number of recurrent sequences which in the case of 4-word sequences covered bundles that recur at least four times per 100,000 words. Hyland (2008) applied a minimum frequency of 20 times per million words in at least 10% of texts. Table 1 summarizes frequency cut-off points used in this study, all of which correspond to the normalized frequency of four bundles per 100,000 words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cut-off points in absolute frequency</th>
<th>AFK1</th>
<th>LICLE</th>
<th>LOCNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 times in 92,050 words</td>
<td>6 times in 137,004 words</td>
<td>7 times in 164,684 words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized frequency of the cut-off point</td>
<td>4 occurrences per 100,000 words</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Frequency cut-off points of lexical bundles

Unless it is specified otherwise, the terms ‘lexical bundles’ or ‘recurrent lexical sequences’ shall henceforth refer to the items of delimited frequency and distribution.

---

1 The following subcorpora of LOCNESS were included in the analysis: brsur1.cor (codes 1-15); brsur2.cor; brsur3.cor; br-alevels; usind-0001.1-28.1; usscu2.cor; usscu3.cor; usscu4.cor; usprb1.cor (codes 1-25).
4 Research findings

The largest number of different lexical bundles was established in the AFK1 corpus (see Table 2) whereas the NS corpus contained a significantly smaller number of bundles (differences among the corpora are statistically significant at p<0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AFK1</th>
<th>LICLE</th>
<th>LOCNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of different lexical bundles (types)</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of lexical bundles (tokens)</td>
<td>2316</td>
<td>1432</td>
<td>747</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Number of lexical bundles in the three corpora

Since lexical bundles are usually associated with naturalness of expression, the language of the NS learners was expected to contain many more bundles than the NNS corpora and thus possess a larger proportion of ‘bundlized’ vocabulary. Yet our findings gave a different picture which perhaps reflects the underlying lexical range of the learners. It is possible to assume that NNS learners rely on a limited set of lexical phrases while more proficient learners have a broader repertoire of lexical expressions. Consequently, a smaller proportion of repetitive lexis in the NS essays yields fewer lexical bundles. In contrast, repetitiveness of bundles in the language of NNS learners sometimes leads to verbosity and frequent repetition of ‘safe’ phrases lifted from the essay title or topic statement. Structural and functional analyses of lexical bundles provided some evidence to this claim.

4.1 Structural types of lexical bundles in learner corpora

Structural classification of lexical bundles draws on the taxonomy proposed by Biber et al. (1999) and later elaborated in Biber et al. (2004) and Biber (2006). It distinguishes three major types of bundles: 1 - verb phrase fragments (VB), e. g. *it’s going to be*, *is based on the*, *everything is for the*; 2 - dependent clause fragments (DepCl), e. g. *you might want to*, *if you have a*, *that there is a*; 3 - noun phrase and prepositional phrase fragments (NP), e. g. *one of the things*, *those of you who*, *at the same time*. In general, studies of English corpora showed that while conversation primarily consists of clausal bundles incorporating verb phrases and dependent clause fragments, written English makes an extensive use of phrasal bundles incorporating noun/prepositional phrases (Biber et al. 1999, Biber et al. 2004, Hyland 2008). Our analysis showed that the language of learners of lower proficiency tends to contain more verb bundles while the corpus of native speaker students has yielded a bigger proportion of noun phrases (Figure 1) and thus seems to be closer to the structural patterning of academic English prose.
A gradual shift across the three corpora in the proportion of different bundle types confirms the assumption that the three corpora might be placed on a scale from the lowest to highest level of linguistic proficiency. Furthermore, prevalence of structural types typical of spoken language in the AFK1 corpus and to a lesser degree in LICLE might be seen as evidence to the fact that the development of written language progresses from spoken to written language.

The most conspicuous difference in terms of bundle structure between the NNS corpora and the NS corpus arises from several structural subtypes incorporating verb phrase fragments. Firstly, the largest groups of verb bundles in the NNS corpora are bundles of the following structural subtype: ‘(conjunction) + 3rd person pronouns/nouns + VP fragment’, for example:

(1) it is better to, it is the most, it is not the, capital punishment should be, the computer has become (AFK1);
(2) it is possible to, language is one of, however it is not, it has to be (LICLE).

This subtype also includes bundles with the existential there is/are construction which is particularly popular among the Lithuanian learners and significantly less frequent in the LOCNESS corpus. The functional analysis described below will provide some explanation of this tendency. The other prominent peculiarity of the NNS corpora is frequently used bundles with non-passive verbs, for example:

(3) becoming more and more, is the lack of, have a lot of (AFK1);
(4) is not only the, are a lot of, is not an exception (LICLE).
Finally, verbs in the language of NNS speakers frequently occur in the bundles with to-clause fragments, for example:

(5) in order to be, in order to make, to know the English, to sum up (AFK1);
(6) in order to achieve, to be more precise, to pay for their, to be able to (LICLE).

In contrast, the most widely represented structural subtypes in the NS corpus include lexical bundles incorporating noun phrases and prepositional phrase fragments, for example:

(7) the end of the, one of the most, the rest of the, the themes of guilt (LOCNESS).

As shown in Graph 1, these subtypes of bundles have also been established in the Lithuanian corpora yet their proportional weight is much more significant in the corpus of native speakers of English. Since the established structural types have their correlates in the functional taxonomy, the following section will show how the structural patterning affects the communicative value of learner writing.

4.2 Functional types of lexical bundles in learner language

The functional taxonomy of lexical bundles traditionally distinguishes three major functions of lexical bundles: 1 – referential (or ‘research-oriented’ in Hyland’s terms) bundles which name physical and abstract objects, give place or time reference; 2 – discourse organizing, or text-oriented, bundles organize the text, and 3 – stance, or participant-oriented, bundles express the writer’s attitudes or evaluation of the proposition (Biber et al. 2004, Biber 2006, Hyland 2008). The results of functional analysis in our study are summarized in Figure 2. Similarly to the structural analysis,

Figure 2. Distribution of functional types of lexical bundles across the analysed corpora (in relative numbers)
in terms of functional types the three corpora show a gradual shift in the representation of individual function types with the LOCNESS corpus standing closest to academic English prose and the AFK1 corpus bearing more features of spoken language.

Previously mentioned studies of lexical bundles in larger corpora showed that written academic discourse is dominated by referential bundles while discourse-organizing and stance expressions are more characteristic of spoken language (Biber et al. 1999, 2004, Biber 2006, O’Keeffe et al. 2007). Our findings once again confirm that in terms of prevailing functional types of lexical bundles the written language of NNS speakers bears more resemblance to spoken English and in that respect it significantly differs from the written language of native speakers.

Yet all the three corpora have certain similarities. The most obvious of them is the proportion of referential bundles which account for the largest part of all the bundles in all three corpora. Examples (8) to (10) below present one subtype of this functional category, namely, bundles specifying intangible framing attributes, which deserve a special mention since they have been found to be very common in English academic prose (Biber et al. 2004, Biber 2006):

(8) in the same way, the importance of English, the influence of the, that this kind of (AFK1);
(9) in the process of, as a means of, as a reaction to, with the help of (LICLE);
(10) in the case of, in such a way, the power of the, the idea of the (LOCNESS).

Our material shows that this subtype accounts for nearly half of all referential bundles in LICL and LOCNESS and only a quarter of referential bundles in the AFK1 corpus. It is thus possible to state that student writing makes use of at least one functional subtype of referential bundles which is particularly common in academic prose. Moreover, the frequency and proportion of this subtype of lexical bundles gradually changes across the three corpora which once again confirms that they might be placed on a scale from the lowest (AFK1 learners) to the highest (LICLE and LOCNESS learners) levels of achievement.

Another common feature of the three corpora is frequency of topic vocabulary. Quite a big number of referential lexical bundles in all the analysed corpora are directly related to the topics of the essays. Such bundles often consist of words lifted from the essay titles or topic statements. For example, the bundles educational system in Lithuania and the quality of education clearly deal with the topic of education reform while such bundles as in the case of or a part of the could be considered to be topic-neutral. Furthermore, titles of literary work or quotes in English or other languages used by the students in their
essays, e.g. le *Mythe de Sisyphe* (LOCNESS), *the Joy luck club* (LOCNESS), *Desire under the elms* (LICLE), *As I lay dying* (LICLE) were also treated as topic-related bundles. The analysis showed that the proportion of topic-related bundles is one of the aspects on which more similarity is to be found between the LICLE and the LOCNESS corpora while in the AFK1 corpus only 33 per cent of the bundles were categorized as topic-related (cf. 45% in LICLE and 44% in LOCNESS). Since all referential bundles, topic-related included, mostly contribute to the propositional density of the text, underuse of referential lexical bundles in the NNS language in relation to NS language indicates that the language of NNS learners is less topic-focused than the language of native speakers. Yet this lack in propositional content is compensated by an extensive use of more formal elements of written discourse represented by stance and discourse-organizing bundles.

Stance bundles, which by definition ‘express attitudes or assessments of certainty that frame some other proposition’ (Biber *et al.* 2004: 384), most often are epistemic stance expressions, for example:

(11) *are more likely to, due to the fact, argue that it is* (AFK1);
(12) *the fact that the, I do not think, it is clear that* (LICLE);
(13) *the fact that he, to the fact that, that it is a* (LOCNESS).

The other numerous subtypes of stance bundles are expressions of attitudinal stance, of which ability bundles are well-represented in all the three corpora, for example, *would be able to, to be able to, it is possible to* etc. In general, attitudinal stance bundles are more common in the NNS corpora than in the LOCNESS corpus. The Lithuanian learners seem to be more categorical and uncompromising, which is evidenced by their frequent use of directives (*it should not be, that it should be, (death) penalty should be established*), or bundles expressing importance (*are the most important, is a very important, it is important to*) and evaluation (*has a great influence, it is better to, the best way to*). Apart from the effect of the essay topics, which might call for a more direct expression of personal opinion, another factor behind the frequency of these bundles could be the younger age of the Lithuanian learners, particularly the first-year students of English (the AFK1 corpus).

Finally, discourse-organizing bundles have also been found to be significantly more frequent in the AFK1 corpus while the other two corpora yielded considerably shorter lists of this type of bundles (see Figure 2). The most striking difference here is related to the use of the construction *there is/are for topic introduction or focus. Though the bundles with this construction may be seen as multi-functional varying between stance and discourse-organizing functions, in the NNS corpora they usually serve the discourse-organizing function by introducing a new topic, for example:
(14) There are a lot of ways of communication and language is one of them. (AFK1)

(15) There are a lot of similarities between modernism and post-modernism. (LICLE)

(16) These days there is much talking about the challenged language, especially of politicians. (LICLE)

In contrast, the presentative there is/are construction does not appear at all in the bundle list of the NS corpus. Moreover, only five discourse-organizing bundles were established in this corpus, namely, *on the other hand, at the same time, one of the most, is one of the, and when it comes to* (LOCNESS). The overuse of such bundles as *to sum up it, on the other hand, at the same time, what is more the, in order to be, taking everything into account, all in all the etc.* in the Lithuanian student writing perhaps might be explained by the aims and teaching foci of academic writing courses where much attention is paid to issues of text organization and cohesion. Obviously, text connectives are seen by the learners as one of the main features of good writing.

5 Conclusions

The study has proved that corpus linguistics approach to learner language might give new insights into the development of lexical competence and, more specifically, differences in the quality of learner language. The sheer number and frequency of lexical bundles extracted from the three corpora analysed here indicate the proportion of repetitive lexis and thus point to varying lexical range and richness of vocabulary represented in the corpora. Structural and functional analyses, on the other hand, might provide information about learners’ awareness and control of the register. This study has shown that structural and functional types of lexical bundles established in the AFK1 corpus testify to its similarity to spoken English – prevalence of bundles with fragments of verb phrases and dependent clauses, a relatively small proportion of referential bundles and overuse of bundles serving stance and discourse-organizing functions. In contrast, the native speaker corpus LOCNESS bears more features typical of written academic prose – it has the largest proportion of referential bundles which are usually expressed by noun and prepositional phrases. Finally, the LICLE corpus occupies an intermediary position between the other two corpora. Yet due to the limited scope of this study, these conclusions are rather tentative. To get a more accurate picture of differences between NNS and NS language, lexical bundles of other lengths might also be analyzed. Furthermore, in studies of small corpora topic impact is very strong, which necessitates a more cautious approach to the selection of corpus material.
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